OFFSHORE SHUTDOWN SERVICES
SPECIALIST CLEANING SERVICES, WASTE TRANSFER & WASTE MANAGEMENT SERVICES

25 Years of
Operational
Experience

TECHNOLOGICALLY
ADVANCED
EQUIPMENT AND
SPECIALIST
PERSONNEL

10,000+
Completed
Scopes
ENHANCED SAFETY
ENVIRONMENT

Zero
Incident
Safety
Record

REDUCED MANPOWER
REQUIREMENT
REDUCED OVERALL
PROJECT TIME & COST

" From OIM's, HSE Advisors, Op's Supervisors etc, I keep
hearing nothing but great comments on both your teams
attitude and performance. They have all commented on your
team, saying they are a pleasure to work with, which is
somewhat unheard of in this industry nowadays "
Offshore Construction Supervisor
North Sea

" I had planned at least 12 hours for this sea water
tank using my own crew, and your lads came on
and complete it in 1.5 hours. An excellent job done
by them, with very minimal mess."
Maintenance Superintendant
North Sea

" The feedback has been
fantastic on the professionalism
from both sides of your team, in
the onshore preperation, offshore
exectution, reporting of scope
progress and also the flexibility of
your offshore team in completing
additional scopes for us "

Operations Superintendent
North Sea

" The fact we have completed this
scope in a short time period,
completing 10 controlled vessel
entries and safely disposing of
large volumes of cleaned sand
well within specification without
HSE incident or any equipment
issues is a great reflection on
your team "

PRESSURE VESSELS
SEPERATORS
TUBE BUNDLE CLEANING

SPECIALIST CLEANING

SAND WASHING
NORM DECONTAMINATION
DECK CLEANING

MSIS has been a trusted choice for over
25 years in the UKCS. Unlike many multiservice offshore providers, MSIS is purely
an offshore cleaning, waste transfer and
waste management specialist.
Focusing on what we know best, has
ensured our clients receive a fit-forpurpose service and equipment offering,
combined with a longstanding technical
capability and project support team.
Resulting in delvering scopes in the
shortest timescale with the most effective
results, by comparison.

DRAIN CLEARING
CAISSON CLEANING
CCTV INSPECTION
TANK CLEANING
SAND/CRUDE EXTRACTION
DA TOWER CLEANING / RING REPLACEMENT

GENERAL CLEANING SCOPES
OIL & WATER RECOVERY

MSIS Group
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